
WROLDCOM FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING

WorldCom was not just the biggest accounting scandal in the history of of the Enron and Tyco frauds, which had rocked
the financial markets.

Another four members of WorldCom including Buford Yates Jr, David Myers were also convicted from 5
months to 3 years of prison Conclusion The internal problems at WorldCom were its lack of a competitive
strategy, weak internal controls, an aggressive culture that demanded high returns, and the failure to look out
for what was best for the stock holder as well as the stake holder of the company. How they did it: Investors
were paid returns out of their own money or that of other investors rather than from profits. How they got
caught: Went bankrupt. Especially after it became crucial for them to manage those costs in a way that would
help them to show shareholders that WorldCom was profitable. How they did it: Kept huge debts off balance
sheets. Responsible WorldCom personnel Former CEO of WorldCom Bernie Ebbers was the main culprit and
he did it by capitalizing inflated revenues with fake accounting entries and he is sentenced to 25 years for
fraud, conspiracy and filing false documents with regulators. Main player: CEO Bernie Ebbers How he did it:
Underreported line costs by capitalizing rather than expensing and inflated revenues with fake accounting
entries. This spate of corporate crime led to the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in July , which strengthened disclosure
requirements and the penalties for fraudulent accounting. This also leads the price to fall. It did this through
the machinations of upper management. Lastly, some of the accruals were released not establishing any
accruals. Background On June 25, , WorldCom announced that it intended to restate its financial statements
for and the first quarter of  Capital expenditures are expenses that a company incurs to pay for assets such as a
factory, machinery, or equipment. Through time-consuming review, along with examination of millions of
pages of other documents and electronic files, we believe we have been able to understand the events in
question. These newly classified assets were expenses that WorldCom paid to lease phone network lines from
other companies to access their networks. This allows the investor to get a more accurate picture of the
company's economic reality. Understanding the Accrual Method When a business incurs an expense,
accounting rules state that the cost of that expense should be allocated over the entire period it will benefit the
company. This attempt to match revenues with the cost it took to generate those revenues is known as the
accrual method. The company is also under investigation by the department of justice and the securities and
exchange commission, the US financial regulator. Maurice Meyers set up an anonymous company hotline
where employees could report dishonest or improper behavior. Ebbers was found guilty on all counts in March
and sentenced to 25 years in prison, but is free on appeal. WorldCom was not just the biggest accounting
scandal in the history of the United Statesâ€”it was also one of the biggest bankruptcies. Compare Investment
Accounts. Company: Global financial services firm. She and her team were the first people who uncovered the
major fraud at WorldCom. SEC didn't prosecute due to lack of evidence. WorldCom moved into Internet and
data communications, handling 50 percent of all United States Internet traffic and 50 percent of all e-mails
worldwide. How they got caught: Madoff told his sons about his scheme and they reported him to the SEC.
WorldCom, Inc. In , WorldCom began classifying operating expenses as long-term capital investments.
Penalties: Forced into the largest bankruptcy in U. Arthur Andersen was found guilty of fudging Enron's
accounts. Greenberg was fired, but has faced no criminal charges. Conviction Total 6 people were convicted
for playing key roles in the fraud. Earn a Forensic Accounting degree on your time and your budget with a
flexible online degree. How they did it: Allegedly sold toxic assets to Cayman Island banks with the
understanding that they would be bought back eventually. His chief financial officer Scott D. We have
coordinated our investigation with that of Richard Thornburgh, the Examiner appointed by the U. We were
able to interview Betty L. This process was very costly for WorldCom; in fact this was half of the cost that
they had incurred in a particular time period. The revelation that telecommunications giant WorldCom had
cooked its books came on the heels of the Enron and Tyco frauds, which had rocked the financial markets.
Neither we nor our counsel had any relationship with WorldCom or its personnel during the period when the
events under investigation occurred that would limit our objectivity. Vinson and Troy M.


